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Nobody listens to the whisperin fool
Now you're listen
Didn't think so
I been quiet as church ass mouse
Tip toe
Everywhere I go

I had enough for being complacent
I had enough for feedin' the mouse
I no longer gonna keep my mouth shut
Bombs away
To the safer house

Bombs away
I will be hurt
You better listen
Cause you just might learn
Bombs away
Shut
Hallow the shout
If you not ready
Than you better get out
Now

Cat run away
You better hope it's a good day
You don't know who I am
If it's about cave
And the hit away
Bombs away
I will be hurt
And where opinions go
The way it turn
Bombs away
Ship
Hallow shout
If you not ready
Than you better get out
Now

Nobody listens to the whisperin fool
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You not listen
Didn't think so
I been quiet as church ass mouse
Tip toe
Everywhere I go
I had enough for being complacent
I had enough for feedin' the mouse
I no longer gonna keep my mouth shut
Bombs away
Gonna shake the house

Baby think you're better
Watch your back
Master piece of hall
About to feel this jack
Taught my bark to lit the dog
Get up
Bombs away
Take cover
Nothing gonna fall
Ooooooh...

Nobody listens to the whisperin fool
Are you listen?
I know that you are
I been quiet as church ass mouse
Tip toe
Everywhere I go

I had enough for being complacent
I had enough for feedin' the mouse
I no longer gonna keep my mouth shut
Bombs away
Gonna rattle the house
Bombs away

I will be hurt
You better listen
Cause you just might learn
Bombs away
Shut
Hallow the shout
And if you not ready
Than you better get out
Now
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